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School Improvement Goals at Erickson Elementary School for the 2019-2020 school year focused on 
#Collaboration & #Relationships. Erickson started the school year with staff shirts, 
featuring a new Logo, that highlighted our commitment to #Collaboration & 
#Relationships, as well as, communication, community, & character counts! 
#Collaboration & #Relationships drove the development of School Improvement goals 
and initiatives that would benefit students, staff, and parents. Under #Collaboration,
Erickson Elementary School implemented Reading Conferences, & Standards Based 
Grading Practices. Under #Relationships, Erickson Elementary School implemented Classroom Community 
& continued Eagle Nest. Erickson also implemented Instructional Rounds which addressed both 
#Collaboration & #Relationships.

#Collaboration - Standards Based Grading: This was the first year of full implementation of Standards 
Based Grading (K-5) in the Bloomingdale School District. Over the course of four years, Erickson & DuJardin 
staff have #collaborated on the development & implementation of proficiency scales, assessments, & grading 
practices, aligned to the common core standards. 

#Collaboration - Reading Conferences: The Erickson Elementary Staff read the book, Reading 
Conferences, by Jennifer Serravallo, and met multiple times throughout the school year to share ideas and 
resources from the book to successfully implement Reading Conferences with students. During reading 
conferences, teachers & students #collaborate on reading strengths and areas for growth. Students are 
guided by the teacher  to take responsibility for their learning by setting goals to work on while reading. 

#Collaboration & #Relationships Instructional Rounds: Teachers visited other classrooms in the building 
to observe & learn from their colleagues. 100% of teachers participated in Instructional Rounds, in reading, 
math, writing, social studies and science. The program included reflection and conversation on best practices 
related to planning, instruction, and assessment as well as vertical articulation of curriculum.

#Relationships - Classroom Community: A team of teachers met during the end of the 2018-2019 school 
year to discuss components of the classroom environment that foster community & support the social and 
emotional needs of students. From the discussions, the Erickson staff developed Classroom Community 
guidelines for the 2019-2020 school year that included the following components: Greeting, Sharing, 
Activities, & Morning Message.

#Relationships - Eagle Nest: Erickson continued monthly Eagle Nest activities with students. During Eagle 
Nest, students were placed into cross-grade level groups that met once a month on Pillar Day. Our goal was 
to ensure strong #Relationships in the classroom and across grade levels.

Data Analysis & Student Growth: At the beginning of the school year, the school improvement team met to 
analyze MAP Reading & Math achievement data from the past four years. After analyzing the data, goals 
were set for observed growth & percent (of students) meeting growth projection for each grade level and the 
entire school. The team also analyzed data from the Connection Card Survey that has been administered by 
Erickson the past two years. The ultimate goal of our focus on #Collaboration & #Relationships would be 
Visible Learning & Growth by students. Erickson was going to share Spring MAP data and Connection Card 
data with the School Board in May.








